Subcommutative Categorial Dependency Grammars (CDGs) introduced in this paper express projective and discontinuous dependencies in classical categorial grammar terms extended by oriented polarized valencies. They are defined in terms of a simple calculus of dependency types with a bounded commutativity rule. CDGs generate non-CF languages. At that, they are parsed in polynomial time.
Introduction
Dependency grammars (DGs) are formal grammars assigning dependency trees (DTs) to well-formed sentences. A DT of a sentence is a labelled arrows tree whose nodes are the words of the sentence. A rather formal description of DGs and DG syntax was given by L. Tesnière [Tes59] . The first exact definitions are due to D. Hays [Hay60] and H. Gaifman [Gai61] .
The basic syntactic principle behind the DGs is quite different from that of syntagmatic grammars. They are designed for and more adapted to definitions of binary relations between wordforms (syntactic dependencies) than to definitions of sentence constituents. Meanwhile, historically the first DGs define in fact both. The Hays-Gaifman's DGs have much in common with the categorial grammars (CGs) in [BHGS60] . Both are completely lexicalized, use syntactic types in the place of rewriting rules, naturally fit functional semantic structures and are equivalent to CF-grammars as far as only the weak expressive power is concerned and the core syntax is considered. The grammatical categories of DGs position the subordinates with respect to their governors. In this manner, they define not only the binary relations "governor → subordinate", whose union forms a tree, but also (due to the order given) the projections of words on the sentence. These projections form a system of constituents with the projected words serving as the constituents' heads. From the 70ies, it is known ( [Gla66, Rob70]) 2 that this link between the two structures is reversible: a selection of one immediate head per constituent induces a unique DT by the following induction: C C ⇒ (ImmHead(C ) = ImmHead(C) ∨ root(ImmHead(C )) → * root(ImmHead(C))). This "structural equivalence" produced an illusion that DTs are byproduct of head selection in constituent structures. It may then seem that the syntagmatic grammars with explicit head selection (such as LFG [RJ82] or HPSG [PS94] ) or those with implicit head selection (e.g., TAGs [JLT75] and CGs [BHGS60, Lam58] ) can also be considered as DGs. However, this resemblance is very superficial and is immediately lost as far as the strong expressive power is concerned. For instance, the DTs assigned to constituent structures with selected heads are always projective: the projections of words fill continuous segments. Meanwhile, discontinuous non-projective dependencies are inevitable in languages. They often mark communicative structure (e.g. topicalization) and special constructions encoding complex semantic relations (e.g. clefting, subject or object extraction in relative clauses, object clitisation etc.). Still more important is the fact that this technical resemblance does not preserve the intended syntactic types. The reason is that the syntactic functions of the dependencies directly assigned to words (word driven dependencies) differ from those of the dependencies determined by head selection (head driven dependencies). Basically, the difference is that an individual dependency between the governor G and the subordinate S is naturally defined in terms of these words' classes and features, whereas the heads represent their projections (constituents), therefore a dependency of one head on another is more naturally defined in terms of types of constituents and their head features. The former represent word valencies, which is closer to the original Tesnière's dependency grammar idea, the latter represent phrase valencies and so are closer to the X-bar syntactic relations [Jac77] . Intuitively, a word driven dependency G D −→ S represents the constraints under which "G licenses S". D may constrain lexical and grammatical feature values, order relations, pronominalization possibilities, etc. of G and S (sometimes also of their neighbors). For instance, extremely simplifying, the dependency attr − rel, as in filles dequelles je parle (where f illes attr−rel −→ dequelles and dequelles rel −→ parle), applies when G is a noun, S is a relative pronoun on which depends through rel a transitive verb V, whose second argument is co-referential with G and also G and S agree in number and gender.
Another simplified example: the dependencies T O − obj and pre − T O − obj encode the relations between words x, y with the following feature structures (in HPSG-like notation): More detailed definitions of dependencies may be very complex (see [MP87] ). But even these simplified examples explain why there are so many types of dependencies between verbs and their actants. They also explain the monomorphic nature of dependency types, in particular, inadequacy of dependency type raising. Essential distinctions are also in treating verb and noun modifiers, which in dependency surface syntax are subordinate and, in principle, iterated. This particularity is reflected by more recent DGs (cf. [ST93, LL96] ). In contrast, the canonical CGs' elimination rules induce dependencies from the functional type words to the argument type words. So, in the absence of type raising, the adjectives, whose canonical type in English is [n/n], would govern the modified nouns and not vice versa as in DGs. This distinction led to many propositions, both in terms of order constraints (e.g., [Mar90, Br98, DD01] ) and in structure sharing terms like lifting (e.g., [LL98, KNR98] ). In type logical grammars, a proper account of these distinctions is taken by multi-modal extensions of CGs (cf. [MM, Mor94, Kru01] ), which explicitly distinguish the semantic functionality and the syntactic subordinacy (opposite, for instance, for verb and noun modifiers).
The overwhelming majority of DGs are head driven in the above sense. At the same time, some linguistic theories, e.g. "Meaning-Text Theory" [Mel97], "Word Grammar" [Hud84] are word driven. Formal definitions of word driven DGs are few in number. Historically the first was [GM71] . It proposed a concept of tree generating DG and started a mathematical research into subfam-ilies of this very general class of grammars (see a review in [DM00] In this example, the type [modif * \det\dir−obj/attr−rel] assigned to theory ad-mits several (eventually none) left dependents of theory through dependency modif (modif * denotes iteration), requires a left dependent through det, a right dependent through attr−rel and the incoming dependency dir−obj. As for the classical CG, the position of the ends of the outgoing dependencies (e.g. of attr−rel) must be determined through a proof. As we will see, such types are sufficient do describe projective dependencies (we call these dependencies local).
In this paper, we follow the proposal in [Dik01a, Dik04] and specify long distance discontinuous dependencies by polarized dependency types, which we call valencies. A positive valency specifies the name and the direction of an outgoing discontinuous dependency. The corresponding negative valency with the same name has the opposite direction and specifies the end of this incoming dependency (we say that the two valencies are dual). So the long distance discontinuous dependencies are specified by pairs of dual valencies. For instance, the first member of the french discontinuous negation ne .. pas has the type [neg/( n−compound)], in which the left positive valency ( n−compound) requires that the dependency n−compound of ne should be outgoing from left to right. Respectively, the second member has type ( n−compound). Its right negative valency ( n−compound) requires that the dependency n−compound of pas should be incoming from left to right. Together they define the long distance dependency n−compound.
It is not difficult to see that such valencies do not suffice to express the requirements that the end of a long distance dependency must precede or be adjacent to a word with a certain type. For instance, in the sentence It was yesterday that they had this meeting the discontinuous dependency it−clef t starting from the conjunction that must enter the expletive pronoun It in the position immediately preceding the main verb. To express this requirement, we will apply to these valencies the adjacency modalities: # and . Assigning to It the type #( it−clef t) we require that the dependency it−clef t must enter It from the right and that the position of It must be anchored to some host word. To make was the host word for It, we assign to was the type [ ( it−clef t)\S/subj/circ]. This type requires that the end of the long distance dependency it − clef t must immediately precede was (i.e. must be anchored to it on the left), that two local dependencies subj and circ must start from was to its right and that was becomes the root of the dependency tree if the three requirements are met. Now we set to definition of types.
We address to syntactic types as categories. Let C be a nonempty set of elementary categories. Elementary categories, e.g. subj, inf-subj, dobj, det, modif, etc. are dependency names. For instance, subj is the dependency, whose subordinate is a noun or a pronoun in the syntactic role of the subject and whose governor is a verb, whereas inf-subj is that, in which the subordinate is a verb in infinitive. Elementary categories may be iterated. For a ∈ C, a * denotes the corresponding iterative category. For instance, modif * is the type of iterated category modif . For a set X ⊆ C, In order to specify the positions of the ends of long distance dependencies, we use two modalities: # (anchor) and (host). Respectively, for each negative valency vC ∈ V − (C), the expressions #(vC) and (vC) are the corresponding anchor and host valencies. We will distinguish left-argument and right-argument host valencies and the corresponding left and right positioned anchor valencies:
and suppose that the sets Host l (C), Host r (C), Anc l (C) and Anc l (C) are disjoint.
Definition 1
The set Cat(C) of categories is the least set such that:
CCat(C) ⊂ Cat(C) denotes the set of all categories, which do not have subcategories in
We call them continuous.
We suppose that the constructors \, / are associative. So every complex category α can be presented in the form:
is one of possible categories of an auxiliary verb in French, which defines it as the host word for a cliticized direct object, requires a local subordinate subject on its left and a local subordinate through dependency aux on its right.
Dependency Grammar and Dependency Calculus
Definition 2 A categorial dependency grammar (CDG) is a system G = (W, C, S, δ), where W is a finite set of words, C is a finite set of elementary categories containing the selected category S, and
Below, we will index categories by their positions in a string of categories related by G with a given sentence w = a 1 . . . a n . The indices serve to define dependency structures: α i will be a category of a dependency structure with the root position a i (a positioned category).
Definition 3 A D-sentential form of a sentence w = a 1 . . . a n ∈ W + is a pair (∆, Γ), where ∆ is an oriented labelled graph with the set of nodes V = {a 1 , . . . , a n } and a set of arcs labeled by elementary categories, and Γ is a nonempty string of positioned categories.
CDG derivations are proofs in the following dependency calculus.
Definition 4 Sub-commutative dependency calculus (only left constructor rules R l are presented; the corresponding right constructor rules R r are similar).
Local dependency rule:
Iterative dependency rules:
Argument valency rule:
Anchored dependency rule:
Sub-commutativity rule:
Long distance dependency rule: We see that rule L is a direct analogue of the classical elimination rule. Rules I and Ω extend L to the iterated categories. Particular are the rules of polarized valencies' control. Rule V extracts positive and host valencies from complex categories. Rule C moves the valencies in the indicated directions towards the first available valency, to which one can apply rules A or D. Rule D adds a dependency C, when two loose dual valencies with the same name C become adjacent. Dependencies introduced by D will be called long distance.
Rule A verifies that an anchored valency #(α) has become adjacent to the corresponding host valency (α), consumes (α) and looses (α). Intuitively, this means that α is well-placed with respect to the category with the corresponding host argument. If this test succeeds, α becomes available to the long distance dependency rule D.
Definition 5 CDG with the sub-commutative (projective) provability relation will be called sub-commutative (respectively projective). A dependency struc-
and L(CDG sc ) will denote the families of D-languages and languages generated by grammars in CDG sc .
Expressive power
The following example cited from [Dik04] shows that sub-commutative CDGs are more expressive than CFGs. Fig. 1 shows a proof 
, and γ 1 = ( A).
In Fig. 1 , two meeting solid slanting lines correspond to one application of the local or iterated dependency rule, two meeting dashed slanting lines correspond to one application of the anchored dependency rule, and right-angled dashed lines connect categories to which the rules 
Example 2 Fig. 2 shows a case of topicalization in German using the categories:
In the proof in Fig. 2 
For instance, dth(G 0 ) = ∞. For natural languages, this measure is seemingly bounded by a small constant (2 or 3). In example 2, dth(D) = 2.
Theorem 1 If for a sub-commutative CDG G, the measure dth(G) is bounded by a constant, then L(G) is context-free.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we use the polarized dependency tree grammars (PDTGs) of [Dik01b] . For dependency trees generated by PDTGs, a discontinuity complexity measure is defined called defect and denoted σ(G). The main result of [Dik01b] is that PDTGs with the defect bounded by a constant generate cf-languages. As it can be seen from [Dik01b] , for each sub-commutative CDG G, a strongly equivalent PDTG G 1 can be trivially constructed such
It is an interesting theoretical problem to compare the weak generative capacity of sub-commutative CDGs and that of mildly context-sensitive grammars [JSW91] . We conjecture that the copy language {wcw | w ∈ W * } cannot be generated by sub-commutative CDGs . On the other hand, the following proposition shows that if it is true, then sub-commutative CDG -languages are incomparable with basic TAG languages.
Proposition 2 Each language
is generated by a sub-commutative CDG .
Proof. An argument similar to that in Proposition 1 shows that L (m) is generated by the following sub-commutative CDG :
As it is well known, the languages L (m) , m > 4, are not generated by basic TAGs.
Remark 1 In contrast with the CDGs of [Dik04], which generate only dependency trees, the dependency structures generated by sub-commutative CDG may have cycles, as shows the following example:
[( A)/( B)] 1 [( A)\( B)] 2 S 3 ( A) 1 ( B) 1 [( A)\( B)] 2 S 3 ( A) 1 ( B) 1 ( A) 2 ( B) 2 S 3 ( A) 1 ( A) 2 ( B) 1 ( B) 2 S 3 * S 3 .
In our opinion, it is not very important. Nevertheless, a simple sufficient condition of acyclicity of sub-commutative CDGs may be formulated in terms of a well-founded order on dependency types.

Complexity
If there is no uniform bound on the number of elementary categories, then parsing of sub-commutative CDGs is a hard problem.
Theorem 2 The problem G(D, w) is NP-complete.
Proof. The NP-hardness can be proven by the following polynomial reduction of 3 − CNF. Let Φ = C 1 ∧ . . . ∧ C m be a CNF with clauses C j including three literals l
We define from Φ the sub-commutative CDG G(Φ) = (W, C, S, δ), in which W = {Φ, C 1 , . . . , C m , x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . y n }, C = {S, A, 1 0 , 1 1 , 2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , n 0 , n 1 } and
Assertion. Φ is satisfiable iff (∃D : DT ) G(Φ)(D, w(Φ)).
This assertion follows from the fact that G(Φ)(D, w(Φ)) does not hold iff at least for one i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the category [A/( i 0 )] is chosen in some δ(C j ) and [A/( i 1 )] is chosen in some other δ(C k ). On the other hand, this conflict cannot be avoided iff Φ is not satisfiable. 2
Fortunately, this anomaly is impossible in practice, because the inventory of elementary categories is finite and universal. All the more so, it is finite for dependency grammars of particular languages. We show that under this natural condition sub-commutative CDG parsing is polynomial time.
It turns out that to parse sub-commutative CDGs , it suffice to perform two independent tests: the first in terms of the projective provability p and the second in terms of neutralizability of long distance dependency valencies. To formulate this fact, we need two different projections of categories. The first, called local, preserves only elementary and host argument sub-categories. Intuitively, it preserves only projective dependencies of words and also their neighborhood with anchored words. The second projection, called valency projection, preserves only polarized valencies and their respective order.
Definition 7 Local projection γ l of a string γ ∈ Cat(C)
* is defined as follows:
Valency projection γ v of a string γ ∈ Cat(C)
Example 3 According to these definitions, Proof. Point 1 follows immediately from definitions 8,9. Point 2 is proved by a straightforward induction (the necessity: on the string length, the sufficiency: on the number of rule applications). 2
Finally, the use of iterative types leads to the following notion of realization. It is easy to notice that for any sub-commutative CDG G and any string x the following equivalence holds: x ∈ L(G) iff there is a string of categories α ∈ δ(x) and some its realization γ(x) ∈ R(α) such that ((x, ∅), γ(x)) * 5 Having in mind that there is γ = ε, the values ∆ L α (γ) and ∆ R α (γ) are non-negative.
Definition 10 For a category C = [αD
Let us consider the proof: This theorem enables efficient parsing algorithms for sub-commutative CDGs .
The algorithm CdgAnalyst we describe below is a typical dynamic programming style recognizer. When applied to a string x = w 1 ...w n , CdgAnalyst incrementally fills a triangular matrix M of size n×n, whose element M[i, j], i ≤ j, is a finite set of so called "items" (see below). Given a category C ∈ Cat, let *-contraction(C) denote the smallest set of categories such that: For 1 ≤ i ≤ n:
and by definition of local projection and from the choice of C, C 1 and C 2 it follows that γ l = γ 1 l γ 2 l * p 
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Concluding remarks
The sub-commutative CDGs introduced in this paper combine the type logical style fitting well the standard methods of constructing formal semantics with the traditional valency/polarity style peculiar to all dependency grammars. The abstract theoretical version of sub-commutative CDGs in this paper can be easily adapted to practical definitions of surface dependency syntax of natural languages. For this, the elementary types should be parametrized by nonrecursive feature structures and feature unification and propagation through dependencies must be allowed. The use of anchor/host modalities on top of order sensitive dependency valencies makes possible to express a variety of linear order constraints seemingly sufficient for the needs of surface dependency syntax formalization. At the same time, the sub-commutative CDGs are realistic because they have an efficient deterministic parsing algorithm, which will work in fact in cubic time for practical grammars taking into account discontinuous long distance dependencies.
Some of important properties of sub-commutative CDGs are already established. For example, they turn to be learnable from positive data (see [BDFM04] ). At the same time, a detailed study of their expressiveness is needed, in particular, a comparison with mild context-sensitive grammars, pregroups and multi-modal Lambek calculus.
